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How do we change the public’s perception of divorce? 
Conventional divorce processes are destroying the fabric of our society. We’ve
all read the stories. 
 
Some people kill themselves and their children rather than deal with divorce
and the court system. 
http://www.tbo.com/news/crime/brooksville-home-site-of-three-deaths-
20131028/. 
 
Others shoot their partner instead. 
http://www.tullahomanews.com/grand-jury-to-hear-bartee-shooting-case/.

No one collaborates alone. It makes sense for all collaborative professionals to
market collaborative divorce to the greater community, to the public. The
more the word gets out, the more cases there will be for all of us.
 
Who already knows about collaborative divorce? Celebrities
do. Wealthy folks do. Lawyers do. If someone does know about it, the
perception is that it’s only for the rich. Or that it’s cutting edge . . . and no one
wants their own divorce to be “out on the fringe.”
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INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING

Divorce is a war game played by lawyers in the courtroom.
But everyone reading this book has also discovered that there’s another way, a
better way, a more civilized, “kinder, gentler” way to get divorced. The question
is “How do we educate the public?” “How do we convince the public?”

Think about how you discovered collaborative practice in the first place. What
was your first case like? Had you been trained already? When was your first
training? What brought you here today? Are you passionate about practicing
collaboratively? How do you communicate that passion?
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INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING

So, what’s the first step to changing the public’s perception? 
The answer is “marketing!”
 
Is marketing a dirty word? Are we used car salesman? With the exception of a
few financial professionals, the majority of us are not comfortable with the
idea of “marketing.” But think of “marketing” as “educating,” as “sharing,” as
informing the public that they have options for their divorce process. Many of
those options are courtless. And one of those options, the one that comes with
the most benefits, is collaborative.
 
So how do we market collaborative divorce? Let’s discuss some preliminary
issues before we start with the particulars, the five fortes of effective
marketing: attaining your clarity (Pitch), establishing your credibility (Publish),
achieving your coherence (Present), becoming conspicuous (Profile), and
enabling your connectivity (Partner).
 
Well, perhaps we should start with a task list. Let’s outline your next year of
marketing effort, summarize what you should be doing, beginning now and
ending a year from now. And, as you review this proposed list, note what’s
easy, what you’ve already done, what might not be so easy, and what you
might want to focus on, to put extra effort into, and how you might
accomplish that, whether it’s by doing extra reading, by finding a mentor, or
by signing up for a seminar. Keep these notes and, when you’ve finished
reading this book, review them and start acting on them.
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MARKETING YOUR COLLABORATIVE

PRACTICE

What follows is a task list of the most immediate action items with which you
should begin your marketing journey. (We will cover all of these in more detail
later.) Before you do anything, however, if this book did not arrive in a toolkit,
you should purchase the Open for Business Marketing Your Collaborative
Practice Toolkit, available at https://JorynJenkins.com, in which you’ll find
many samples and examples of the tools that will help you set up the perfect
collaborative marketing program.

Rewrite your resume to emphasize your collaborative background,
education, nature, and/or experience, as well as your passion.
Create an easy-to-read, single-page self-profile, highlighting your goals,
your  achievements (what gives you credibility), your interests, and your
networks.  (See a sample self-profile in the Toolkit.)
Begin working on your brochure. (See an example of a firm brochure
in the Toolkit.)
Review your contacts; list all referral sources that you already know, and
any   that occur to you on this first go-round. 
Schedule one-to-ones with your existing referral sources.
Craft your first quick pitch.
Start pitching! Pitch people you meet, among others. (Gauge your
audience’s

Work on perfecting your quick pitch, based on your audience’s reactions.
Create your own social pitch.
Start pitching! (Gauge your audience’s reactions.)
Work on perfecting your social pitch, based on audience reactions.
List all organizations to which you already belong or to which you

Assess how best to spend your time in those organizations in order
 to maximize your collaborative exposure, and then get those balls in
motion.

  Pitch

      reactions.)

should apply.

      o  Volunteer for committee work.
      o  Arrange to speak.
      o  Attend meetings
      o  Host meetings.
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Join a referral-networking group.
Volunteer for pro bono
collaborative work. Seek unusual (newsworthy) cases. Then maximize their
value.
List your newsworthy cases.

List the people you know who work in the media.

o  Ask the client(s) if you can interview them about their divorces.
o  Arrange for wiling clients to sign media releases.
o  Send out press releases. See a sample press release in the Toolkit.
o  Contact the media regarding them.

 

o  Consider radio, TV, podcast, newspapers, magazines, and other
media.
o  Contact each one you know and schedule a one-to-one meeting to
chat about his work and your efforts to market collaborative practice.
o  Arrange to appear on the show as an expert or to be interviewed.
o  Prepare the interview questions for your appearance.

Review publications from all organizations to which you belong or

Contact the publications’ editorial boards to determine how articles are
submitted and what the requirements are for those articles.
List topics on which you are knowledgeable and design a writing
schedule.       
Submit articles.     
Update your website and your resume to reflect your pitch and your

Update your brochure to reflect your pitch, if necessary, and your existing
collaborative publications.

   Publish  

       which are pertinent to your work (newsletters, magazines, e-zines, etc.).      

       existing collaborative publications.      
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If you don’t have one yet, start your own blog.
o  Write about the remarkable collaborations you have witnessed, the
 clients you have counseled, whether financially, legally, or           
 emotionally and  the lives you have improved. There’s an example of 
 this type of blog in the Toolkit.
o  Write about The Ten Worst Mistakes you have witnessed.
o  Write The Top Ten Tips for your clients. I include an example of one
of these in the Toolkit.
o  Write about the issues, whether ethical, procedural, or pragmatic,
that you have read about, discussed, been confronted by, or
considered, or that you might have seen in the news or read on your
newsfeed.

Join or organize a collaborative book club. Start reading books on
collaborative issues, as well as books on marketing, pitching, publishing,
etc.
Join a collaborative discussion group or study group or a Professional
Organization and Development group (POD).
Create your book map (an outline or overview of the entire book).
Create your chapter maps.
Start writing your book. Aim for 35,000 words.
Review your old blogs and articles and determine whether any of them will
fit as chapters in your book.
Expand any that require additional discussion to fit as chapters in your
book. Aim for 3000 (1000-5000) words for each chapter.
Decide whether to publish conventionally, publish cooperatively, or self-
publish. [1]
Find an editor.
Design your book cover.
Prepare the draft foreword for your foreword author to make his

Request a foreword. 
Prepare draft book testimonials for your clients and peers to make it easier
for them to say “yes” when you ask for the endorsements.
Request book testimonials from clients, colleagues, and celebrities. 
Publish your book.

       job easier.
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Update your pitch to include your book in the credibility piece of it. 
Update your resume to include your book in the publications piece of it

      

Learn to use PowerPoint or some similar presentation program.    
Create or buy a PowerPoint that explains the collaborative divorce
process.     
Volunteer for a speakers’ bureau and make public appearances explaining
the collaborative process and its benefits every chance you get.     
Contact organizations to which you belong, whether social, cultural,

Prepare a presentation folder for those organizations and for audience

publications, whether you wrote them or they were written about you, etc.
Update your website, your resume, and your brochure to reflect
publications, if necessary.        
Update your pitch.     
Obtain presentation testimonials. See the Toolkit for a sample request for
such testimonials.

   Present      

political, professional, religious, or otherwise, and present on collaborative
divorce there, as well.      

members that includes your one-page profile, your brochure, your
business card (my folder has the card printed inside it on the flap),
examples of your

Create personal and firm profiles on all social media platforms that make
sense to you. Consider:

   Profile            

o  Facebook
o  LinkedIn
o  Twitter

1 Contact Open Palm Press (Joryn@OpenPalmPress.com) for details on
the cooperative option.
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o  Instagram
o  YouTube
o  AVVO
o  Google +
o  Pinterest
o  Slide Share
o  Blogger

Create personal and firm profiles on all social media platforms that make
sense to you. Consider:

   Profile            

o  Facebook
o  LinkedIn
o  Twitter

1 Contact Open Palm Press (Joryn@OpenPalmPress.com) for details on
the cooperative option.

Learn to use each platform.     
Blog consistently, at least once per week.     
Blog on topic. Create a schedule for your 52 blogs this year.
Blog on newsworthy topics, for example:

    

o  In the news
o  Controversy
o  Trends
o  Case studies
o  Predictions

Post about your articles, blogs, and other publications.
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Post about your presentations.
    

o  Post before to advertise the availability of seats.
o  Post after to show the success of the program and your availability           
to present elsewhere.
o  Post your presentation testimonials.

Respond to or at least like other collaborative or related posts.    
Respond to all comments on your own posts.
Join networks like Help a
Reporter Out (HARO) and stay current on and respond to requests that
you might be able to answer. Add chapter***
Update your website and your brochure to reflect presentations, if
necessary.

     

List your key contacts.       
Arrange one-to-ones with them.     
Continue to attend collaborative events.     
Seek out a mentor you admire.  
Reach down. 

   Partner                 

o  Mentor others. Offer your protégés opportunities.
o  Chair collaborative committees and, when you do, reach out to
younger or less-experienced professionals and offer them seats on the
committee or related experiences.
o  Offer to blog with them.
o  Offer to edit their publications.
o  Offer to critique their pitches.

Offer seminars and trainings to your community.      
Reach across. 

                      

o  Attend advanced trainings.
o  Seek out like-minded professionals. Ask them to join you for
one-to-ones over lunch or coffee.

BY JORYN JENKINS WWW.JORYNJENKINS.COM
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Reach up.
 

o  To other collaborative professionals in your locale whom you
admire.
o  To other collaborative professionals on-line for their counsel
with issues by which you have been confronted.
o  To other collaborative professionals who have a great reputation
or influence in the local or on-line community and

 Offer to blog or to co-author an article or a book with them.
 Offer to conduct trainings, seminars, or workshops with them.
 Offer to write anthologies with them.

1.
2.
3.

Offer seminars and trainings to your community.      
Respond to inquiries of any kind and consider the partnership possibilities.
Update your website, brochure, and on-line profiles to reflect

Update your pitch.
And, now, write your partnership pitch.

      

partnerships.       

In Greek mythology, Zeus punished King Sisyphus by consigning him the
task of endlessly rolling a huge boulder up a steep hill. Because Zeus had
enchanted the boulder into rolling away from him before he reached the top,
Sisyphus was doomed to an eternity of useless efforts and unending
frustration. 
 
Sometimes, our mission of changing the way the world gets divorced®
seems Sisyphean. But once you’ve honed your pitch and made the effort to
personalize it to your listener, whether he is potential client, possible
collaborative professional, or prospective referral partner, you will see change
take place, slowly but surely.
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“Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are
certain to miss the future.” Collaborative practice advocates have embraced
John F. Kennedy’s mantra. They understand that change is necessary to
achieve their goal of a kinder, gentler divorce process for as many families
involved in domestic disputes as possible. But convincing the world that this
change is necessary and beneficial for families can be a struggle; normal
people have a natural inclination to avoid change.  
 
But why do we cling to an archaic, unhealthy method of divorce via the
uncaring, hostile court system? Let’s be honest; domestic disputes never
belonged in a courtroom. It has just been this way for so long, and people are
resistant to change. One of the earliest instances of an American divorce law
took place in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay. In 1629, the colony created a
judicial tribunal to deal with divorce matters. This was during a time that
northern colonies allowed divorces, but southern colonies tried to prevent
them. 
 
After 1776, divorce law actually became less restrictive.
Hearing divorce cases took the legislature away from what they deemed as
more important work so it was handed off to the judiciary, where it remains
today. 
 
Back then, the judge was probably someone you knew, a
neighbor, or someone who lived down the street. But, over the years, this has
changed. And the already burdened judiciary today no longer has time to
address familial disputes either. 
 
And why would it ever be appropriate to air a family’s dirty
laundry in the public court system? Why should a judge, who only views a
brief glimpse of a family’s history, make the decisions that will forever
determine a family’s future?
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Collaborative divorce offers families an often less expensive alternative that
removes the dispute from the courts (until the end of the process when the
spouses have reached an agreement and the judge signs off on it). A team of
professionals assists the spouses in reaching an agreement that meets each
spouse’s most critical goals and interests. Children are not asked to testify
against parents. Parents learn to better communicate and to co-parent.
Hatred between spouses is discouraged rather than ignited. Matters are kept
private instead of becoming part of a public court file. Mental health
practitioners develop parenting plans that consider children’s evolving needs
as they grow. Financial professionals assist the spouses in detzermining what
truly is the best financial resolution to their case without one spouse winning
and one spouse losing. Attorneys guide the spouses through the process,
answering legal questions, brainstorming resolutions, and supporting the
family through this difficult transition.

The collaborative process seems like an obvious choice for divorcing spouses.
So why is it taking so long for this method to catch on? John Kotter and
Lorne Whitehead have explored these issues in a book well worth reading.
Buy-In debates how to most effectively initiate change.[1] According to the
authors, there are four ways to kill a good idea: 1) by confusion; 2) by delay; 3)
by fear mongering; and 4) by character assassination and ridicule. 

Many people, from professionals to the general public, don’t understand
collaborative practice (“CP”). They incorrectly believe that it is just another
method of mediation. They think that it is only for folks who have few issues.
They are certain that it is only for the rich. They are sure that it is not for cases
involving “domestic violence.” These beliefs prevent professionals from
attending collaborative trainings and the public from seeking advice on
collaborative divorce.

But Sir Frances Bacon said it in 1597, and he’s still right today: “knowledge is
power,” and the more people we can educate about this valuable dispute
resolution process, the more quickly we will change the way the world gets
divorced.

BY JORYN JENKINS WWW.JORYNJENKINS.COM
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Collaborative practitioners in Florida have been attempting for years to pass a
collaborative law statute. While they have come close and reaction has been
positive, the past attempts have died on the legislature’s calendar. Now, the
statute has finally been passed,[1] but we still have rules and regulations for
the Florida Supreme Court to approve before it will become functional. This
delay makes our battle for CP to be the norm in domestic disputes more
challenging. Once the statute is activated, we should see great increases in
the number of collaborative divorces in Florida.

And Florida was not alone. Only 14 other states have passed a law normalizing
collaborative dispute resolution since the term was coined in or about 1990.

Staunch family litigators are fearful that CP will catch on and put an end to
their lucrative family practices. They perpetuate this fear in others and make
change more difficult.

Some professionals view CP as a touchy-feely method only practiced by those
who are airheaded, not serious, dimwitted, and lazy. They may convey this
message to their consults, which spreads this false ideology to the public.
However, many of the best litigators, mental health, and financial
professionals have sprungaboard the collaborative train
because they realize that it is better for families and for themselves.

2. John P. Kotter and Lorne A. Whitehead, Buy-In (Massachusetts 2010).
3. http://www.tampabay.com/opinion/columns/column-new-florida-law-may-
revolutionize-divorce-in-the-sunshine-state/2277120.
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The best way to fight this ridicule is to convince the most respected
professionals in your community to attend trainings. After being trained, it is
hard to argue against the merits of the collaborative process. And, of course,
once they’ve had a case and witnessed the “magic in the conference room,”
as opposed to the “war in the courtroom,” they, too, jump aboard. The more
that respected professionals join collaborative practice groups, the better we
will be able to fight the incorrect stigma that CP is only for those who can’t
litigate or evaluate or treat.

Kotter and Whitehead offer us a method to implement change:
 

1.  Gain people’s attention by allowing the attackers in and letting
them attack.
2.  Then win the minds of the relevant, attentive audience with simple,
clear, and commonsense responses.
3.  Win their hearts by, most of all, showing respect.
4.  Constantly monitor the people whose hearts and minds you need:
the broad audience, not the few attackers. 
5.   Prepare for these steps in advance.

As you explain CP to as many people who will listen, do not fear the
naysayers. Be prepared in advance to explain why they are wrong.

If they say that collaborative divorce is too expensive, point out that most
collaborative divorces are actually less expensive than litigated divorces
because they are shorter, they do not involve battling experts or discovery
games, and the least expensive professionals do as much of the work as
possible.

When they argue that CP is only for families who do not have many issues
and already agree, point out some of your more difficult collaborative
divorces where this absolutely was not the case.
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When they are offended that you would suggest including a mental health
practitioner (“MHP”) on the team, explain that the MHP’s role is not as a
therapist, but instead, as a team facilitator. Also, suggest that while your client
may not need the MHP’s special skills and training to help him through the
emotional turmoil of divorce, it may be just what his spouse needs to more
quickly and peacefully come to a resolution.

If they say that they don’t need the financial professional (“FP”) because they
have few assets and little income, remind them that the FP can help the
spouses to compile their discovery, fairly distribute their debt, find ways to
maximize their incomes, compute child support, suggest governmental
assistance when appropriate, and help the spouses better plan their financial
future.

When they contend that CP is not for folks suffering from mental illness or
addictions or those cases involving domestic violence, maintain that,
although not all of those cases may succeed using the collaborative process,
they do even worse in court.

As you respectfully disagree, avoid using legal jargon that could confuse your
audience. Avoid confusing data and logic. Instead, be concise and easy to
understand, even for a layperson.

Additionally, point out all of the positive aspects of CP, especially that it is
better for children. This will surely win most hearts, as it is a kinder, gentler
approach.

Explain that it generally costs less because lower billing professionals do the
work better suited for them, the clients agree to be completely transparent
so time is not wasted chasing after discovery, and the lawyers are more
motivated to reach a resolution because they must withdraw if settlement is
not reached.

Explain that the collaborative process generally takes less time because the
full team tries to meet every couple of weeks and everyone is motivated to
stay on track, rather than having to wait months to get on a judge’s calendar,
even for the simplest of issues.
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Describe how the spouses will also learn skills that will aid them not only in
the process, but going forward as they communicate and co-parent with one
another.

As you disagree, always be polite and prepared.
Kotter and Whitehead list eight steps to successfully implementing large-
scale change:

1. Increase
urgency;
2. Build the guiding coalition;
3. Get the vision right;
4. Communicate for buy-in;
5. Empower action;
6. Create short-term wins;
7. Keep at it; and
8. Make change stick.

How do we apply these steps in achieving our mission? 
 
1) Change the way the world gets divorced®. Increase urgency by setting your
own long-term goal of eventually practicing only alternative dispute
resolution with an emphasis on CP. 
2) Build the guiding coalition by telling anyone who will listen about CP. 
3) Get the vision right . . . attend trainings often and participate in practice
groups so that you are as knowledgeable about CP as possible. 
4) Communicate for buy-in by presenting and writing often about CP. 
5) Empower action by encouraging professionals to become collaboratively
trained and join practice groups. Advise the general public to proceed
collaboratively in their domestic disputes. 
6) Create short-term wins. You may start with a goal of getting one new CP
case a month. Celebrate when you meet this goal. 
7) Keep at it by increasing your goal as it becomes easier to meet your initial
goals. 
8) And make change stick by changing your firm to a completely peaceful,
non-litigation firm.
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Chip Heath and Dan Heath suggest another approach to effectuate change.
[4] “First, you need to tweak the environment to provide a free space for
discussion . . . Second, you should build good habits . . . . Finally, you should
rally the herd.” They advise that those who are able to change have “clear
direction, ample motivation, and a supportive environment.”

To offer clear direction, “Follow the bright spots. Investigate what’s working
and clone it.” When it comes to CP, we’ve already done that. States like Texas
and California that have been practicing collaborative for many years have
paved the way for other states where CP is a new method.

In Florida, we invite collaborative pioneers from other states to present our
workshops. We use their teachings, combined with the experience of our
own collaborative practitioners, to develop our unique style. We encourage
Florida collaborative professionals to join the national organization, the
International Academy of Collaborative Professionals, so that we can continue
to learn from those who came before us, as well as share ideas with
collaborative professionals in other states.

Next, the Heath brothers advise to “Script the critical moves. Don’t think big
picture, think in terms of specific behavior.” Many practitioners are doing this
now as we implement standard collaborative protocols for our communities.
Further, try to act collaboratively in your everyday life because, once you
change your behavior, your mind will follow suit. Train staff to be
collaborative, as well, so that those around you are behaving similarly.

Further, “Point to the destination. Change is easier when you know where
you’re going and why it’s worth it.” The destination is a kinder, gentler divorce
for the vast majority of divorcing families. This will lead to happier families
post-divorce who have happier, healthier kids who mature into happier,
healthier adults. For you personally, the destination should be a completely
litigation-free firm. CP offers a better work environment for family law
practitioners. There is less stress, practically no accounts receivable, happier
clients and coworkers, and more resolutions about which you can feel good
because you know that it is what is best for the particular family.
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The next step is to provide ample motivation for practitioners to want to
practice collaborative and for the general public to want to use the method.
“Find the feeling. Knowing something isn’t enough to cause change. Make
people feel something.” We can do this by obtaining positive testimonials of
successful collaborative clients and using them in as many public forums as
possible. Further, encourage your local celebrities, politicians, and movers and
shakers to proceed collaboratively in their domestic disputes and to be vocal
about it when they obtain a positive result. Stress the benefits of the process
on the family, especially the children. Remind the public that our children are
our future, so it is important to raise happy, healthy children. Also, explain the
benefits of CP for the collaborative professional to as many professionals as
you can reach. The idea of a less stressful work environment in which more
money is collected should motivate all of them.

Then, “Shrink the change. Break down the change until it no longer spooks
the elephant.” We are doing this by keeping CP primarily in family law
disputes. However, in time, it will be an option for those involved in other
disputes from civil to malpractice to education and beyond.

Next, “Grow your people. Cultivate a sense of identity and instill the growth
mindset.” We do this by forming practice groups and collaborative teams. We
not only work on a professional basis with these folks, we form personal
relationships with them because the teams that include people who are
actual friends, and not just colleagues, tend to be more successful. And
collaborative practitioners have a similar mindset and tend to gravitate to
one another, so it’s not hard for us to make friends with one another!

Finally, to implement change, you must rally the herd. How? 
First “Tweak the environment. When the situation changes, the behavior
changes. So, change the situation.” Change your practice to purely CP. Once
you really walk the walk, you will inevitably talk the talk. And so will your staff.
The more practitioners who take this huge step, the more quickly change will
happen. While it will be scary at first, and you will likely see an initial lag in
profit, the ultimate result of a peacemaking firm will be worth it.
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Next, “Build habits. When behavior is habitual, it’s ‘free’ – it doesn’t tax the
[practitioner]. Look for ways to encourage habits.” Do this by implementing
protocols in your community and at your firm. Remember that it is just as
important for your staff to be trained as it is for you to be trained. They are an
extension of you. Encourage their good collaborative habits with praise,
celebratory lunches, a paid hour off once in a while, and small, meaningful
gifts. Also, when you are part of a collaborative team and you notice a team
member doing an exceptional job, praise him during your debrief. It will not
only encourage him to continue to behave in the laudable way, it will also
encourage the rest of the team to follow suit.

Last, “Rally the herd. Behavior is contagious. Help it spread.” The more
collaborative you are, the more collaborative those around you will be, and so
on, and so on. Don’t just act collaboratively in your professional life. Do so in
your personal life, as well. It will not only make it easier to act collaboratively
when working, but it will have a positive impact on your personal
relationships.

When you feel that the struggle is just too difficult, keep in mind that
“achieving success requires some failures along the way. Start developing the
growth mindset. Progress doesn’t always come quickly. Don’t beat yourself
up when failures occur.” If you truly believe that CP is the way of the future,
stay strong in your beliefs and actions. Change will happen.

And share the stories of successful change that you witness. Share the good
news. Email them to me at Joryn@OpenPalmLaw.com.
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Just because you are a good collaborative team player does not mean that
you are a good businessperson. While most law schools, for example, do not
teach burgeoning attorneys how to run a law firm, it is a skill set that most
law school grads will need to develop to be successful. From investing
resources properly to advertising effectively to expending time on collectible
and lucrative ventures, professionals focused on collaborative practice, as
with any other type of entrepreneurial endeavor, should spend time each day
ensuring that they are running their businesses as efficiently and effectively
as possible. One way to do this is to attend the right seminars and to read the
right books. (See, e.g., From Lawyer to Law Firm, How to Manage a Successful
Law Business, Miller and Jenkins, Open Palm Press, 2017.)

What are the most important elements of such a venture?
INCREASE YOUR RETENTION OF CLIENTS

Obviously, retention of clients is one of the most important elements to a
successful law firm. But many potential clients fall through the cracks
because of common mistakes of attorneys and their staff. So, what are these
common mistakes?

Websites
Many lawyers include links on their websites that drive potential clients off
their page and onto other websites where other lawyers advertise or where
clients can search other attorneys. Instead of including AVVO or YP review
badges that will direct potential clients to other sites, include this information
in your biography.
 
Also avoid including links to court decisions and statutes
that lay people won’t understand and that will distract them.
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Many lawyer websites do not include easily accessible contact information.
Sure, there may be a “contact” tab, but people often get sidetracked before
locating the “contact” tab. Make it as easy as possible for visitors to your
website to find your contact information by adding a pop-up widget to your
site. It allows users to contact you from any page without forcing them to
navigate around your site. And by popping up every few seconds, it prompts
more site visitors to contact you. Olark is a free website add-on that allows
visitors to view your site without having to interact with the widget if they opt
not to.

EMAILS
Another common mistake attorneys make occurs when a potential client
emails your website. Your inclination may be to respond briefly to her
question and provide a phone number for her to contact you. However, take a
hint. She already found your website, and thus, your telephone number, but
she chose to email you. It seems to be her preferred form of communication.
It may be because she can better choose appropriate times to review and
respond to your emails. Or she may be a better visual communicator. Or she
may not want others to hear her conversation with you or see your number
on her phone bill.
 
Whatever the reason, follow her lead. Be open to emailing with her. And, once
you have determined that it is safe for your office to contact her, have your
office call her for follow ups, rather than putting the burden on her to do so. It
can be emotionally difficult for a layperson to reach out to an attorney, so
make it as easy on her as possible.
 
Lastly, remember that she has likely emailed several attorneys, so a quick,
informative and specific (not canned) response is best. Implement a strategy
at your firm to ensure that email inquiries are answered immediately and
effectively.
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PHONE CALLS
Your staff should have a script of how you would like phone calls answered.
After verifying that the caller’s case is one that your firm might handle, your
staff should tell the caller the benefits of coming in for a consult. Then, rather
than asking the caller if she would like to schedule a consultation, the staff
member should ask when the caller would like to come in, “this week or early
next week?” (Have you noticed how waiters and waitresses these days don’t
ask “How was your meal?” Instead, they ask “Was the meal great?” This is the
same thing. Suggest the answer in the question; make it easy for the caller to
say “yes.”) Don’t give the caller an opportunity to turn down the scheduling of
the consultation.
 
Additionally, when scheduling consultations, be sure to ask her preferred
method for you to confirm her appointment and use that method. The
confirmation is important because it may give her the little nudge she needs
to actually attend an appointment she may be on the fence about. And
verifying her preferred form of communication will help to ensure that she
actually receives that confirmation.

TEXTS
Many people now are more comfortable texting, yet many attorneys find it
unprofessional. While it may not be appropriate for every communication,
like longer messages or when a document needs to be forwarded, texting
does have its place for the right client. And if this form of communication
puts your client most at ease, then it is the appropriate form of
communication. In fact, it may be the casual nature of texting that makes a
client less stressed than if you were to email her or call her with the same
information. Just be sure to take screen shots of the conversation and print
them for your file.
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DIRECTIONS
Again, remember to keep it simple for the potential client. Make certain that
the client can locate your office easily by ensuring that the various mapping
services have your correct address and that they will accurately lead someone
to that address.

AMBIANCE
Make a good first impression by having a well-furnished (not necessarily
expensive) office and presentable, warm staff. Your décor should reflect your
personality and practice style. Also, establish an office protocol for greeting
guests. Every client should be made to feel welcome and comfortable. See
the chapter on Creating a Soothing Space that embodies collaborative
practice on page 63.

ON-LINE REVIEWS
Remember to manage your on-line reviews. Don’t ignore them. They offer a
great source of advertisement. Complete your AVVO profile, Google business
page, and Facebook business page, including a picture, so that when
potential clients research you, they don’t just find a blank page. These are
currently the three foremost websites on which potential clients will look for
reviews, so don’t waste time obtaining reviews on sites where potential
clients won’t look. Instead, when clients want to leave reviews, direct them to
these sites.
 
Moreover, rather than responding to negative reviews, utilize the dispute
policies to have any adverse review removed from the website. Finally, set
your email settings so that you receive an alert whenever you receive a review
so that you can best manage your on-line reputation.
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Another way to generate new business is to try out distinctive advertising
methods. For example, Craigslist offers free advertising, and it is the first place
many people go when they are in need of something, even services, so why
wouldn’t you advertise there? Advertise in the legal, facilitative, or financial
“services” section, and always include a banner with a picture. People are
more likely to contact an office when they see a picture of a person. It makes
your practice more human and approachable. Be sure that the text of your ad
is HTML-formatted so that it is visually pleasing. This first impression is
important, so you want your ad to look as professional as possible.
 
If you’re a lawyer, check with your state bar association to be sure that your
ad is appropriate. Re-post the ad every couple of days, and include optimum
search terms so it shows up first on search lists. Vary the times and days
when you post it until you determine which dates and times are most
effective.
 
When potential clients contact your firm, ask how they heard of you so that
you can track the success of your advertisement methods.

Consider offering upfront flat fees and unbundled services. Divide cases into
segments, and have clients retain you a segment at a time for a flat fee that is
paid before the representation begins. (Or allow clients to write post-dated
checks. Start new matters for $500 down if a client is willing to write bi-
weekly, post-dated $500 checks for the remainder of the flat fee.) Once that
segment is completed, if the client wishes, he can re-retain you to continue
with the case for an additional flat fee. Make sure that the client understands
when each segment ends and when a new flat fee and re-retention will be
required.
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By offering flat fees, you remove the tension caused between the attorney
and the client by unpaid fees. Your clients will be happier, and therefore,
more likely to recommend you to others. And you will save time because you
won’t have to chase after fees.  
 
Offer to accept a credit card to bill against monthly, instead of a retainer fee.
Additionally, offer on-line payment options. Your invoices will be paid an
average of sixteen days earlier.

Optimum productivity is another important aspect of running a business.
Increase productivity by improving information flow. Don’t waste valuable
time inputting the same information into different software applications.
Utilize apps like Google Apps, that automatically share information to all of
your applications, and that are accessible from anywhere at any time. Use
QuickBooks (I prefer to buy and download the program) for accounting and
invoicing (including payroll, on-line payment, and credit card processing
services), Harvest for time tracking, and Zapier, which allows QuickBooks and
Harvest to communicate. Or use PC Law.
 
These programs work with Google Apps so that you only need to input your
information once.
 
Use the note-taking app, Evernote. Share your notebooks with your
employees and install it on all your business devices. To keep it manageable,
utilize tags rather than creating too many notebooks. For example, keep a
notebook called “clients’ correspondence,” and then tag each piece of
correspondence with the client’s name.
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You can also use Evernote as a paperless correspondence file. Hand-written
notes can be scanned and saved to Evernote so that all of your notes are in
one spot. This way, you aren’t constantly searching for notes that could be
saved in numerous different places. And, the notes themselves are
searchable, which will save you time and money. You can easily set up a
paperless email file by integrating Evernote with Powerbot.
 
Avoid security issues caused by password theft by signing up for LastPass
and using it to generate and store all of your passwords. Then enable two-
factor authentication in as many places as possible.
 
Invest your time in creating quality web content, such as blog posts, rather
than by spending money on pay-per-click advertising. Add a custom URL,
custom permalinks, and custom Meta descriptions to improve search engine
optimization. Google uses URL, permalinks, and Meta descriptions to
determine the subject of your blog.
 
Also invest in professionally made web videos. To save money, use an
independent videographer who works from his home rather than in a studio.
Make sure that your videos are used in conjunction with your blog posts.
 
Use your time more effectively. Ask each person in your office (including
yourself!) to set aside a block of time each morning to read all of their emails
in their inbox and papers in their paper inbox and take action.
 
Avoid reading, setting aside, and then re-reading because that wastes time.
Instead, rather than taking breaks in the middle of a task to read an email you
don’t have time to answer, make time in your day to answer emails and
accomplish the tasks associated with them. Not only will you save money,
but also your clients will be happier because their questions will be answered
more rapidly. And cases will be completed more quickly, ensuring your
clients’ satisfaction and giving you more time to take on new ones.
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Also, set a weekly meeting with your entire office to review your calendar for
the upcoming week and set action items. Then, immediately follow through
on the most pressing items before moving onto other tasks. This will reduce
your stress because hearings, meetings, and deadlines won’t surprise you.
 
Further, schedule a staff meeting once a month during which you audit the
status of all of your files to determine what needs to be done. When you’re
finished auditing the file, and making sure that everything that could be
accomplished actually has been, send the client a quick one-page letter or
email updating her as to the status of her case, informing her what you’ve
done since the last audit period and what you’ll be doing over the next audit
period, and giving her your honest outlook as to the case.
 
Additionally, schedule a Friday or a Saturday once every six months when you
and your staff can complete nagging outstanding administrative tasks.
 
Finally, set regular office hours and keep them, even when you don’t have
appointments. And, when you’re at work, work. If you need to take time for
personal errands, make up for it later in the day. You’ll get more
accomplished, and your staff will be more productive, too.

Realize that you are only ready to hire an associate when that associate will
generate more income than you are going to pay him. Hiring an employee
should increase your profits. Don’t hire someone to do the things you can’t do
or don’t want to do. If you are unable to do something, you won’t be able to
supervise your associate or know whether they are performing a task
correctly or efficiently. And you’ll run the risk of committing malpractice. And
if you’re hiring someone simply because you don’t want to do something or
you want to take more time off, remember that you are a businessperson,
which means sometimes you have to do things you don’t want to do or work
when you don’t want to. It is part of being an entrepreneur, and it’s what it
takes to be successful.
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When you do decide to hire someone, consider what it is you need so that
you hire the right person. Don’t hire a lawyer to do an assistant’s job. Don’t
hire a salaried employee when you only need a contractor to perform ten
hours of work a week.
 
Before you bring on the new person, be sure that procedures are in place to
provide an environment in which the employee will be able to work
independently in the role you need filled. Hire slowly and methodically so that
you increase the chances that you hire the right person for the job who is
proactive and diligent.
 
Once you have hired someone, take the time to train him and to ease him
into his workload. You’ll be more likely to retain him and more confident that
he has the skills to do the job.

In short, before you hang your shingle or open the double doors to your
consulting practice, be sure that you understand what it takes to be a
productive and effective businessperson. These tips will lead you on the right
path to being a successful entrepreneur.
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Your personal brand encapsulates the totality of the public’s experiences
interacting with you. To develop your collaborative practice effectively and
strategically, you must first define your personal brand. Your personal brand
will then become the shorthand for you, who you are, your practice, and what
your practice offers the lay consumer. i.e. everything that you need to market
yourself.
 
Start by thinking about yourself as a brand. Explore what makes you . . . well,
you. What are your values? What drives your life? What makes you tick?
What qualities do you consider when making crucial decisions? What is
important to you? What are your goals? Why do you practice collaboratively?
What do you want to be known for?
What fuels your passion?
 
Be aware of who you are, as well as of who you are not.
 
If you are a collaborative professional, you are likely to have strong family
values. You understand the importance of maintaining familial relationships
even when a family must be restructured. This understanding differentiates
you from other divorce professionals, like family litigators, custodial
evaluators, and business valuation experts.
 
You appreciate the value in peacemaking rather than warmongering.
 
Once you have listed your core values, prioritize them. While your family and
profession might both be important to you, if your family is more important,
you won’t be content with a career that keeps you from it, even if it is a
rewarding one.
 
What are you passionate about? While your passions probably include some
of your values, your passions are the activities that give you the most
happiness and afford you the most satisfaction in your day-to-day life. While
your values may include your family and a healthy lifestyle, your passion may
be running races with your husband because that is the activity that
intersects most with your values.
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Next, determine your ideal traits. For a collaborative professional, it might be
loving, empathy, honesty, fairness, etc. If this is difficult for you, look to those
whom you admire, and consider what traits they exemplify that you emulate.
 
Now, how does the world see you? Once you have explored your values,
passions, and ideal traits, discuss them with your closest family and friends to
ascertain whether they truly define how the world sees you. When building
your brand, how the world perceives you is more important than how you
perceive yourself.
 
And by the way, if the public does not perceive you as you would like, there is
no time like the present for change. We can all think of those “bull dog”
attorneys (okay, I admit it, I was one of them) who we never thought could be
collaborative professionals, but who now have become the most passionate
of peacemakers.
 
So, if you want your brand to convey a different message than it does now,
make a conscious effort to display those traits for which you would like to be
known. Reinvent yourself! And as long as you are consistent, it won’t take
long. Everything you do ultimately contributes to your personal brand.
 
Once you have defined it, ensure that the way you present yourself publicly,
how you behave, your on-line presence, etc. are all consistent with your brand
message. Be strategic about what you share and with whom you connect.
 
When reinventing yourself, be sure that you are doing so in a way that is true
to who you really are. If you do not, you will gain the reputation of being a
“fake,” and it will be hard to gain that trust, a quality that is important for
success in the collaborative community. Be clear about what you stand for,
even if it is off-putting to some people.
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Always strive for quality over quantity when communicating over social
media. While the demands of social media can be overwhelming, it is better
to post less often, but always in a thoughtful and entertaining way.
 
Shoot for consistency in the frequency of your posts.
 
And don’t forget to come out from behind the computer, as well, so that you
have a real self to go along with your virtual self.
 
Defining your personal brand is the foundation for all marketing and business
development. Once you have clarified it, then your brand will become the
shorthand for you, your practice, who you are, and the services your practice
offers the consumer. This then becomes the crux upon which you build the
rest of your marketing efforts.
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